Abstract-In the paper we explore the possibilities of automated test-case generation from the IFML model of application front-end. As opposed to the previous core UML standard, IFML captures the structure and properties of the application user interface, which gives us new possibilities in model-based test case generation: produced test cases have a higher probability of being consistent and of respecting the real feasibility of the tests in the tested application. In the presented solution we leverage the capabilities of an IFML model to capture details of front-end components to generate front-end automated tests, exercising particular actions in the tested application front-end to verify its expected behaviour according to an IFML model. The approach is based on the transformation of an IFML model to an application front-end test model -a more straightforward structure for the automated generation of test cases. Then, based on the defined rules, the abstract test cases are created from the model. The abstract test cases are then transformed using a template engine, to particular physical automated test cases which can be run to test the application.
I. INTRODUCTION
T ODAY'S efficiency and short time-to-market is the key factor in software development that creates pressure on software development teams and a demand for more efficient methods of software development and testing.
The mission of the development is to deliver the system (or a modification of the system) in an agreed time. In the iterative development it means to fix the issues from the previous cycle, to add new features and to test the system and to verify that every feature of the software works according to the specification. What if a customer suddenly wants a new feature that the developers will have a hard time implementing? Or what if this new functionality affects the entire application, so regression effect rates of the code changes are high and the reliability of previously stable parts of the application is challenged?
Testing in such a cycle is often challenging. Preparation and execution of the tests, if performed manually, requires time which is often not available. This can also affect the accuracy of prepared test cases.
Automation of the test cases is one of the possible ways of how to make the process more efficient.
In this paper we are proposing a model-driven approach to front-end web application testing based on the Interaction Flow Modelling Language (IFML, [3] ). We are going to describe the process of transforming the IFML model of the tested application to a set of front-end test cases. The automatic generation without of these tests from the IFML model guarantees their consistency.
In this field, UML [11] is a widely adopted modelling language made to visualize the design of the system. Nevertheless, UML does not capture all aspects of the application. One area where UML is lacking vocabulary and tools is in the modelling of the user interface and interaction. To overcome this gap, a Web Modelling Language (WebML [15] ) was created introducing visual notations and a methodology for designing complex data-intensive Web applications. This language later evolved into IFML to cover a wider spectrum of front-end interfaces and the data flows between the application front-end components. IFML was later adopted by the Object Management Group (OMG, [16] ) as an industrial standard.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
During the development stage, changes are frequently made to the web application code base. On the front-end the page layout can change, input elements are added or removed, dataflow of the pages is modified. All of these changes must be tested in order to prove that no error was introduced and that everything works as expected. Without the modeldriven approach, both the code of the application and the tests are created manually. Every change made to the code must be synchronized with the tests, so that the tests are testing new functionality with new input elements and new corner case input values. When an element is added to a form, all functional tests associated with that form must be modified accordingly. This maintenance of the automated test scripts causes significant overhead in the development of the software project.
III. POTENTIAL OF IFML FOR TEST CASE GENERATION
Data driven application front-end is usually built using reusable components (forms, list views, detail views, etc.). These components have expected behaviour. For example, forms are placed on the page to be filled in with data and sent to the server, lists show record details for the user to view or allow him or her to select one or more records and perform an action on these. All of these operations can be modelled using the IFML notation (see an example in Figure 1 ).
With precise models and proper tooling (for instance IBM Rational Software Architect, Enterprise Architect, AndroMDA) these models can be transformed to code, different models or just to generate the system scaffolding. Developing an application with tens of screens with various components (forms, list views, etc.) can be a lengthy and repetitive task -every form and every list view must be manually created. This process leads to copy paste style of programming and any possible defects can be easily cloned and introduced many times in the application. Even with the use of a user interface component framework this can be a problem. The efficiency of the process can be increased by the generation of the user interface (UI) from the model [4, 5] . While this is efficient -it is certainly easier to create a model of a number of components and their interaction than to implement them physically -it still does not prove that the application is error free and can be delivered to the users. And in most of the cases, we don't have resources to test manually every screen in the application whenever there's a code change.
A similar approach can be also used to generate test case scenarios -we know how to test the basic functionality of a component and what the code for such a test should look like. For this reason it is highly recommended to use the IFML model originally used for the front-end code generation to generate test case scenario code just by using a different template.
IV. RELATED WORK
Although WebML has been used for more than ten years, IFML is relatively new and was recently standardized. The first applications of the standard are emerging, for instance, a systematic model-driven reverse engineering process to generate an IFML representation from such applications is presented in [17] .
IFML notation can be easily extended by adding new containers, components, events or by applying custom UML stereotypes to them as described in [4] . The authors added new components and events (swipe, camera event, location sensor event) to be able to describe mobile specific interfaces and interaction.
IFML represents a prospective modelling tool to describe application front-end and a flexible and easily extensible notation. Hence, we decided to use its capabilities to generate front-end test case scenarios.
In the previous approaches, a general purpose modelling languages, such as UML, that described the system highlevel model were often used for system code generation. UML models have normally been used for the process of automated code generation from the model, for example [12, 1, 13] . The same applies for the generation of test cases from the tested application model.
From the previous approaches, sequence diagrams [2, 19] , state chart [10] or activity diagrams [9, 14] are used, but these diagrams and the models they represent are more focused on describing the application structure or data flow not the user front-end interaction. In [19] sequence diagrams as the most suitable for precise and detailed description of a system's actions and behaviour. UML notation was also used to generate the user interface. In [5] a new diagram called user interface diagram was introduced with a user interface specialization.
Our goal is to use the approach of generating the test cases from the application model, but instead of UML, which is already covered in the previous work, we are going to generate automated test cases from the IFML model. This area is currently lacking sufficient theoretical support since IFML is a quite new modelling language. In [4] the proposals were verified using manual testing by testers.
V. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Our proposal of generating automated end-to-end test case scenarios from IFML model is based on the set of transformations, which are outlined in Figure 2 .
In the proposed solution, the XML representation of an IFML model is converted into a front-end model using a predefined set of rules. The model is then used to generate abstract test case scenarios. Physical details are added to these scenarios by templates and a set of executable test case scenarios are created. Details of this process are following further on.
VI. FRONT-END MODEL
In this section we present details of the front-end model, used for the transformation process introduced above. The aim of this model is to formalize the user interaction with the application.
We consider this model more suitable for generation of the test cases, as the IFML notation is too rich and descriptive for our use. In this proposal, we have used an already defined and published formal model, verified in our previous work [7, 6] .
We define a view window W as a set of view containers and a view container K as a tuple C, N, A, E, D, M , where
• C is a hierarchical set of view components placed into this view container (components can be nested)
• N is a set of navigation flows defined as N :
The user triggers an event E on view component C with data-bound by D resulting in displaying another view component (or the same one) or triggering an action A
• A is a set of actions executed prior to updating the state of the user interface
• E is a set of events a view container and a view component is associated with, the effect of event is the interaction flow
• B is a set of data bound variables whose values will be used in navigation flow • M is a set of custom metadata m to describe the metaproperties of the view components defined as m : C → GM , where GM is an extensible global set of model meta-properties holding IFML model properties, UML stereotypes and other custom properties
In our example introduced above, the front-end model for the view window from our album search example can be described as the following (we have omitted the definition of K Albums for brevity):
The abstract test case scenario T is defined as T : N ∪ C ∪ V → 0, 1, N and C are defined as before and V is a set of rules that all has to be matched for the test not to be marked as failed.
For simplicity just assume that when the search operation has finished, the albums view container is displayed (no matter how many results it will show). In that case the result of T is success when C is AlbumList:
For our purposes the front-end model is serialized into JSON format, which is easy to read and can be injected directly into the template engine.
VII. THE TRANSFORMATION PROCESS
As we have already introduced, the first step of the process is the transformation of an IFML model into a front-end model. Modelling tools use XML format to persist the models (see Listing 1), however this format is quite heavy for further processing. We have decided to transform the XML format into more readable and lightweight JSON form. For this conversion process, we have defined a set of rules.
<interactionFlowModelElements name="AlbumList" xsi: type="ext:IFMLWindow"> <viewElements xsi:type="ext:Form" name="AlbumSearchForm"> <viewElementEvents xsi:type="ext:OnSubmitEvent" name="Search"> <outInteractionFlows> <parameterBindingGroup .../> </outInteractionFlows> </viewElementEvents> <viewComponentParts xsi:type="core:DataBinding" name="Album"/> <viewComponentParts xsi:type="ext:SimpleField" name="Title"/> <viewComponentParts xsi:type="ext:SimpleField" name="Year"/> </viewElements> </interactionFlowModelElements>
Listing 1. XML representation of an IFML model
For each IFML element in order to be used in our model a rule is defined. For example for an IFML element with the name "viewElements" or "viewComponentParts" an entry is added to the "components" array, for every "xsi:type" attribute with the value "ext:Form" a "type: form" entry is added to the "metadata". In order to track the original elements we also copy the element id that uniquely identifies it. The rule is a simple JavaScript method matching properties of an XML element. For our example presented in Figure 1 , the respective XML notation of the IFML model is given in Listing 1 and the JSON description of the front-end model in Listing 2. In the next step the front-end model is transformed into a set of abstract test case scenarios. These scenarios are independent of the specific technological platform or programming language used to implement it -using the abstracted test cases gives us flexibility to generate the test case in different scripting languages and test automation APIs. From a technical perspective the JSON representation of the front-end model is transformed with the use of predefined transformation rules to JSON representation of the abstract test case scenario (see Listing 3).
{
"name": "AlbumSearchForm", "id": "65de40fd-8283", "specs": [ { "name": "Search", "type": "search", "steps": [ "fill": { "locator": "Year", "type": "year" }, "submit": { "locator": "AlbumSearchForm" }, "waitFor": { "locator": "AlbumList" } ] }, {"name":"Reset" ...} ] }
Listing 3. Abstract test case scenario
In the last step the abstract test case scenarios are transformed into executable (platform specific or programming language specific) test case scenarios. In this process a template system is used to generate the test cases. The template system chooses the desired template from the templates library (WebdriverIO [21] template was used to generate code for our example). The template system is based on the JavaScript Underscore template [18] capability. Abstract test case scenario serialized into JSON format is supplied as a parameter and then processed by the template engine (see Listing 4). The code first initializes the Selenium web driver to be used with windowless browser called PhantomJS, then navigates to our application page, fills value 2015 into the Year input field, submits the form and waits for AlbumList element to appear. If the element is not displayed within 2 seconds, the test fails.
VIII. VERIFICATION
The proposed solution is currently in the implementation stage with the first results arising from experiments. We have collected the initial feedback from the users of our prototype and adjusted the model accordingly. We have been experimenting with a set of IFML models created for 3 applications we created for our needs and the results are promising. The test case scenarios were correctly generated, but in some specific cases, the generation process should be improved upon further, which nevertheless represents an implementation task. As mentioned before the added value is the automatic generation of test cases when any change is made to the IFML model.
Our solution quickly discovered problems in tested applications in the cases when
• changes were made to existing server-side code introducing an error in processing the client data,
• changes were made to existing client side code introducing an error in JavaScript components,
• new elements were added with faulty behaviour or • new elements were added, but the values of these components were not handled properly when sent to server. On several occasions, we ended up in a situation where some tests were generated syntactically correctly but the semantics of expected result assertions was not corresponding to the state of the tested application. This would often lead to the IFML model, a conversion rule or a used template being updated. It was a means of feedback and an indication of how to evolve the solution to be fully functional. Only occasionally we have had to remove an IFML feature so that the test suite could be generated.
The biggest advantage of the use of an IFML model instead of an UML model as a base model for test case generation is the power of IFML to describe the front-end views, components and interaction between them. The test cases are therefore potentially more consistent.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
IFML is a relatively new notation recently standardized by OMG. So far it has not been widely adopted; currently there are only 2 tools on the market (commercial WebRatio [22] and open source Eclipse plugin [20] ). The primary target of IFML is to express the content, user interaction and control behaviour of the front-end of software applications, which are some of the key aspects of the application.
The first results of experiments with our proposed solution show that using an IFML model for test case generation is viable and promising. Initial feedback from experiments with our solution confirms an advantage of IFML -it does describe the front-end directly which gives relative high level of assurance about the precision of the generated test case scenarios and their ability to be executed.
In the future work, we are going to improve and extend the proposed solution to support more IFML constructs and be able to help in large-scale development projects. Our solution does not currently support any components other than forms and list views, but new UML stereotype can be added, or the IFML notation can be extended by the addition of a new component to change the transformation and generate new types of test case scenario.
